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ABSTRACT

Issues related to morality have been discussed in the geography literature off and on for the past fifty years. Since morality deals with correctness—right vs. wrong, good vs. bad, or correct vs. incorrect—it is not difficult to understand how these value labels also exist in geography contexts. The geography literature often deals with morality questions in a light or superficial way which leaves geographers and others wondering if there are more value questions we might address in studying human behavior, actions and policies. Three major foci are addressed in this discussion. The first explores moral questions geographers might address when looking at cultural behavior, economic development, social policies, laws and the organization of space, the allocation of resources, environmental understanding and interpretation of places and landscapes. The second focus is on mapping moralities, including examples of maps that display visible and invisible geographies about moral places and spaces. The third discusses how this moral thread is worthy of further study in many fields of human and human/environmental geography. A greater understanding these threads will strengthen our understanding and appreciation of “why things are the way they are,” “how we make decisions about places and spaces, and also” “why we make decisions that we do” at local and global scales.

Introduction: Where We Are

Most geographers conduct research on topics and themes familiar to them. That is understandable as we often teach what we are taught and conduct research on topics that others like and approve. These features of professional life are reflected in who we are, what we do and how we do what we do. They provide us personal satisfaction and constitute our professional comfort zones where we hope that what we do will be awarded and rewarded by our students and by peers.

This kind of professional security blanket is understood, practiced, and respected by many. We know that this “blanket” has many merits or positive results because doing what others do, study, and like gives us a strong sense of personal and professional worth. To deviate from the norm or to choose a different pattern in our scholarly career may make us uncomfortable or will make us uncomfortable, the results which can make us not liked or respected by our colleagues, or our students, or not appreciated by those in our own discipline or subfields.

“Debates and conflicts over questions of morality and ethics are not a mere product of millennial angst. Rather, they inform the very nature of the human condition. Furthermore, . . . the nature of morality and ethics is itself profoundly related to geography and difference.”(Lee and Smith, 2004, p. 8)

“The diversity of geographical imaginations cast upon this world thus offers an important point of beginning for geographers to make a real contribution to moral discourse.”(Proctor, 1999, p. 9)
The perspective above would be the same for many disciplines, that is, a perspective that applies to many professionals studying and conducting research in the same or familiar intellectual channels. It applies to those in the sciences and the sciences. Escaping the channel or deviating slightly within the channel often requires us or our colleagues to “think outside the box” about some slightly or significantly different worlds. Those are worlds where we may not wish to contemplate or even “wander” into for fear that we will not be accepted or rewarded, or even liked or valued. Not wandering too far from conformity may be our modus operandi.

While the situation above may apply to us individually, as well as our friends and associates, we also sometimes need to step back, take a deep breath and ask this question: “Are we missing something by not studying some topic or using some different approach?” This question we may contemplate daily in our professional lives or after we have read something in a journal article or heard something at a conference presentation that made us wonder about some spatial relationship or some new topic that is entirely new to our thinking. Or perhaps a “nagging or troublesome” question may have arisen in a discussion with colleagues in a casual conversation over coffee, or at a department meeting, or possibly even a question raised by a curious student in one of our classes. These are the kinds of situations and experiences that often expand our thinking, taking us beyond our comfort zone to some “new intellectual arena” for further contemplation and even possibly some actual newfound study arena for research.

Answering Unanswered Questions about Horizons

Keeping the above intellectual background in mind, let’s think about “intellectual horizons” of what we know and what we study. First, we might even ask: “do we ever think or act beyond our horizons” or are they frozen and solid? A horizon may be defined as where we see or set our own limits. A “frozen horizon” is one that is the same every day and every year, that is, nothing has changed. We always know it is there because we observed it for a long time as just being there. We know it is there and that provides a deep sense of personal and professional security. If someone suggests we might expand our horizon to see something new or to consider some new relationship or landscape or landscape feature, that might make us uncomfortable and uneasy. While inwardly we may feel comfortable and at ease, we also know that if we are to grow intellectually, as we were taught by some of our professors and parents, we might expect to see the horizon or the same horizons slightly or perhaps significantly differently. And when that experience happens, the question is “what are we going to do about it?” It is not only what our colleagues may see in us, or expect to see in us, but what about our students? Do we not expect them or want them to grow, that is, to expand their horizons and even to wander and wonder about new worlds, new relationships, new environments and even new maps? What we expect from and wish for our students is to grow in knowledge and understanding and be more knowledgeable than we are. Is this also not what professionals expect from other professionals? That is, to explore new horizons or to see an old horizon differently. Who knows where those discoveries might lead?

Comfort Zone Geographies

Every professional can define comfort zone topics in her/his research field. These are topics that have been the focus of much research for a decade or perhaps even for a generation or more. These familiar topics have a rich literature base and methods of analysis that are known, acceptable and familiar to youthful scholars as well as seasoned professionals. Research on familiar topics and approaches is observed by readers in mainline professional journals and even specific journals that relate to a specific topic, place, or methodology. When one reads comfort zone research, the reader knows a strong literature foundation is associated with a topic. Advances will come from introducing a theory or tweaking a small part of a theory in a new location or introducing some new methodology into the familiar research method. Natural and social scientists can think of the intellectual breakthroughs stemming from the pioneering research by Wegener (1922) on continental drift and Haraway (1989) on gender and primates and from social theorists such as Giddens (1987) and Unger (1987) and others and on disciplinary and interdisciplinary research in the past couple of decades.

Disciplinary and interdisciplinary knowledge is akin to building a brick wall, that is, a wall where the scholar or scientist already knows about many of the existing “bricks” because she/he has used, taught, or studied them in the field or laboratory. There is some real comfort and pride in working within familiar and existing comfort zones as one knows that the research builds on existing foundations and also will likely be accepted and welcomed by one’s peers, which is a much-valued feature in conducting any research. Those comfort zones could even be extended to the role of the state or a research foundation “controlling or supporting conformity” in scholarly agendas by funding research on familiar topics and themes and perhaps even some unwillingness to fund ventures into unchartered territory because of potential unexpected outcomes.

Professional geographers who study landforms, ecosystems, climates or river systems know what comfort zones are popular and are worthy of additional study by new or seasoned scholars. The same acceptance is known by those who study economies, whether agricultural or industrial land use, transportation systems, or specific service economies such as banking, real estate, recreation/tourism or retail trade. And the same for those studying legacy or popular cultures, settlement patterns, field patterns, religions, elections, boundaries, languages, house types, and plant/animal ecologies. Familiar methods, research designs and even locations are part of the world of comfort zone geographies.

Many an avid reader of a discipline’s history or sub-discipline’s specializations would conclude that many junior and senior scholars of all ranks pursue research paths which are predictable in varying degrees. Some scholars will work for decades on the same or very similar topics or the same place or environmental setting. This path of regularity for some provides much personal satisfaction and security, knowing that they will be supported by colleagues for their work, likely to receive research funding, and appreciated by their students and by journal reviewers and editors. In short, it is a predictable professional life’s journey that many choose.

When Some Disruption Appears

Professional life in a research institution or university setting is seldom described as “eternally at ease.” Rather it is a life built around ideas, innovative approaches to old problems, the introduction of new techniques and technologies, critical assessments of previously accepted theories and new opportunities for funding some pioneering research. These are the standards most professionals, regardless of discipline, live with in the scholarly world. Many professionals like this competitive career development because it is what they grew up with, are familiar with, and are rewarded with additional research funding, academic promotions, publications in respected peer journals, program reviews, international travels for research, new research opportunities and interdisciplinary conferences where participation may be in person, a webinar or some interactive zoom setting.
The worlds of “newness” are part of the professional’s life. The “newness” may be a concept, a new paradigm, a new methodology or a new field experience. And scholars look for these “new worlds” and think of ways they might be able to incorporate the “newness” into what they teach and what they study. What scholars contemplate is how to introduce new subject matter into lectures or incorporate some new technique to investigate a time-honored problem or to explore an application to a different physical, environmental, or human setting. The “rewards” from considering “the new” are that they not only expand our “knowledge horizons,” but open up some ingenious ways connecting with those in another field or subfield. Each “horizon breakthrough” expands not only the worlds or the individual investigator, but also possibly the emergence of a new subfield of disciplinary or interdisciplinary investigation. The pioneering works of Sauer (1952) on agricultural origins and dispersals and Glacken (1967) on nature and society were landmark treatises for those interested in historical and cultural geography. Many human and environmental geographers trained in the 1960s and 1970s were exposed to Thomas Kuhn’s (1970) thinking about paradigm shifts regarding the intersections of science, society, philosophy in rethinking geography’s histories and intellectual contributions. Those trained in the late 1980s and 1990s would have been exposed to some of the first social theorists including Giddens (1971), Habermas (1987), and Unger (1987) and the emerging worlds of GIS (geographical information systems) (Tomlinson 1987), all which led to some paradigm rethinking in the sciences and humanities in the coming decades.

When Major Disruptions Appear

It is not difficult to deal with minor disruptions in a professional career, as they are expected. As acknowledged above, new terms, new methods, new techniques and approaches are integral parts one expects in professional life. For someone in her/his fifties or sixties, she/he has already probably experienced new directions, new paradigms, new literature and new professional linkages; these are welcomed and an integral part of a professional life. Many seek to fit these new ideas, terms, theories, and structures into introductory and advanced classes and into familiar and time-honored research projects knowing that they represent professional growth of some magnitude for the individual and for one’s subfields of interest. It is the size of that magnitude that is important for many professionals. Probably they can handle easily most of what is introduced as it strengthens their professional career development with new ideas and new ways of thinking.

The situation is likely different when there are entirely new ways of thinking either in content or subject matter or in relationships that we were not taught or even considered in our previous training and research experiences. Once we are exposed to some new perspective or some new knowledge base, we may be faced with making some unexpected choices. We can consider them or not. We can evaluate them for their merit or we can simply refuse to even consider them. It is in this context where I introduce the concept of morality in a geographic discourse.

Geography, Geographers and Morality

Morality is a term and concept most scholars would associate with philosophy, not geography. It relates to the value we place on something. Words associated with morality relate to conduct: good and bad, right and wrong, correct and incorrect. Ethics on the other hand relates to what is considered good and acceptable in a society. When addressing the concept of morality into the geography lexicon and the geography community, it is likely that more than one professional would be curious as to what morality has to do with geography. Their thinking is that it is an acceptable term and concept to use when studying philosophy and especially moral philosophy. Or, if they reflected further on the term, they might consider it a possible concept to apply in some areas of human geography, but not physical or environmental geography.

The appropriate place for studying morality in geography needs to be made before we explore any further examination of how it might be used by geographers. We also need to realize that some professional geographers may find the term unacceptable and inappropriate simply because it was not part of their professional training and, therefore, is not important in teaching or considering in any research endeavor. These professionals may be uncomfortable even thinking about the concept. It might even be said that those thinking along these lines actually live, practice, and enjoy geography in a “frozen or static comfort zone.” It is a world where the comfort zone they define and experience excludes any concept or conceptual framework different from what they are accustomed. These individuals might consider morality as a separate intellectual domain, separate from the subject matter and worlds of geographic thought. Their intellectual security may rest on their thinking that morality is not part of the history of geography or of any specific geographic tradition, believing that what was considered acceptable to study or to examine in geographic space was decided long ago by a long list of respectable professionals and disciplinary mentors.

The above way of thinking may be associated with some members of the physical geography communities and even members in the discipline’s human geography communities. The physical geographers might ask the simple question “what does morality have to do with the study of landscapes, weather and climate, forests and grasslands, soils, water systems and coastal areas, and even animals and plants?” And there might be those in the human geography community who question “what has morality to do with the study of agriculture, industries, service economies, cultural heritage, settlement patterns, human behavior and tourism, politics, religion and language.” Morality questions may not have been part of their training and for that reason are not topics addressed in school texts or research agendas of research foundations.

To state the issue succinctly, morality deals with “why” questions, questions that are often very difficult and even tricky to answer. While many scientists, including geographers, are comfortable looking at “how” something happened, asking and answering “why” is a completely different line of questioning in studying something. These questions are just as difficult for physical/environmental scientists to answer as those who study human behaviors and policies. Perhaps “how” questions are easier to answer than “why.” In short, a lengthy heritage of professional avoidance and negligence may best describe the present situation and is responsible for our avoiding the study of values and ethics related to place, space and environment. This “avoidance” may describe a situation where many geographers and other professionals are just uncomfortable and ill-prepared to discuss morality and ethical issues in classroom instruction on physical processes or human behavior, research design and methodology. In short, they may have difficulty coming to grips with morality issues being important in examining future research directions in the discipline.

Towards a Geomorality

While the previous paragraphs may identify and define the thinking of one part of the professional geography community, another group of scholars has quietly emerged in the past several decades. It is a group that examines how geography can deal with
Beyond a Casual Morality to a Serious Geomorality

For those who study and follow disciplinary history trends in Europe and North America, a case can be made that morality questions today are being addressed by more than just a couple of handfuls of geographers. While likely morality questions are not a major thread in disciplinary research and thinking, more than just a few studies are the subject of serious research. Evidence of this appears in conference themes and presentations, the titles, abstracts, journal contents and literature cited in journal articles, single authored and edited books. These include studies on discrimination, injustice, refugees, the disabled and elderly, human trafficking, homeless populations, and women's and children's rights, all which might be under broader heading such as social justice, corporate responsibility, spatial efficiency, human care and empowerment and civil rights. These studies address issues about minorities and women having power, constructive policies related to health care and education, bettering human livelihood, fairness in representation, consumer rights, human security, etc. Many of these are “invisible” topics when it comes to depicting places, landscapes and regions on maps, but they are recognized as distinct features of the human condition landscapes in cities and rural areas.

An additional element of this emerging thread of morality relates to features associated with the physical environment. Recall the discussion above about some physical geographers ignoring or choosing to ignore questions about correctness, goodness and fairness in their research programs, research careers and even the contents of textbooks. Their focus has been on the methods used in addressing research topics, which is how their research has been evaluated by their peers. Today, also as noted above, we have more physical and environmental geographers looking at the impacts of natural and technological disasters on populations and economies, short and long term resettlement practices because of flooding, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions and forest fires, the impacts of climate change on sea level rise, animal rights, settlements in marginal ecospheres and ecosystems, land use practices, prudent conservation and preservation policies and practices.

In short, there are multiple ways that geographers can address geomorality issues. These would include using archival materials, conducting field work including surveys, and mapping. The extant literature includes examples of each. Specific examples of topics that would intersect some physical and human geography subject matter are presented in Table 1. The list includes topics that could easily fit into textbooks of human geography and also physical/environmental geography. For many in human geography communities it is not difficult to envisage discussions of racial discrimination, gerrymandered school and legislative districts, gender empowerment, aging populations, reviving slow or laggard communities, refugee resettlement, minority representation in policy making, LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transexual, queer) legislation or parades as having a subtle or a significant moral framework. Some physical geographers might have to stretch their imaginations and comfort zones to study human evacuations related to natural or technological disasters, human-induced causes of global warming,
the need for preserving or conserving a pristine wilderness, coastal zone or an alpine environment, the protection of endangered species, preserving unique plant and animal communities, and ensuring water use for sustainable agricultural lands or for household use. These are examples of decisions made that relate to goodness, fairness, and correctness.

In a contemporary research focus in 2021 one might look at the impacts of COVID-19. This is not a local or a regional epidemic; it is a global pandemic in which all countries and all places and all peoples are affected in one way or another. Economies and economic livelihoods are altered and destroyed, human institutions (health, education, human welfare) are restructured or closed, political systems are stressed and restructured, entire landscapes become ghost appearances, service economies, including recreation and tourism, are seriously affected. The impacts of the pandemic on the human livelihood are personal, local, regional and global. May suffer from job loss, family restructuring, isolation and lockdown, community redefining, and an emptiness in their spiritual, family and community life.

Table 1. Examples of geomorality research themes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Topics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Animal geography</td>
<td>Preserving endangered species</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climate</td>
<td>Climate refugees, Global warming ethics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberspace</td>
<td>Privacy, Security issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deserts</td>
<td>Food, Library, News</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td>School boundary drawing, Favorited and silent histories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mapping</td>
<td>Colonial mapping, Use of colors, The power of maps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protect spaces</td>
<td>Boycotts, Marches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion</td>
<td>Sacred spaces, English language missions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism</td>
<td>Protecting heritage sites, Indigenous group places</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual blight</td>
<td>Substandard housing, Abandonment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voluntary communities</td>
<td>Faith communities, Ad hoc groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td>Safe shelters, Access to abortion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An apt term that one can use to address these emerging worlds is geomorality. It is more than morality related to the worlds studied by scholars in the humanities and social sciences. It also includes the worlds studied by scholars in the natural and physical sciences. Human living, human livelihoods and human institutions are integral parts of the worlds of understanding many landscapes altered by mining, deforestation, and agriculture, ecosystems disrupted by human practices and governmental decisions, weather and climate patterns altered by excessive fossil fuel uses and policies, disaster forecasting and preparedness, border closings, health care practices and disease eradication policies. Behind all of these and more one can observe morality and ethical questions related to power and representation, the visual and narrative worlds, and justice related to cyberspace and earth space. While it is possible to separate the physical and the human worlds in terms of understanding what is going on where and why, a stronger case can/might be made that explores these intersecting worlds and also raises questions about correctness, rightness, fairness and goodness. These are worlds where “why” questions come to the fore, not simply only describing “how” something happened, questions that may be easy to ask, but difficult to answer.

It goes without saying that changing the way members of the geography communities (plural, as we are members of many different kinds of scholarly communities) think about what they teach and what they study will not be easy. Introducing moral arguments and thinking is not something most scholars are accustomed to or even comfortable with, a point made above. However, “living in separate worlds” has its drawbacks, a major one being that the world is not a world of separate geographies, but of intersecting, interlocking and interrelated geographies. A new mode of thinking and reasoning about intersections and interrelationships may require us to think how we approach a topic, what methodologies we will use, what new conceptual frameworks we will use, and what kinds of maps and mapping these changes require.

It is worth having serious discussions among junior and senior geographers with different interests about the pressing issues the present world faces. These include sustainability (land, water, air systems), climate change (forecasting, dislocation, sea-level rise), improving the human condition (health care, education, human welfare and law), conservation and preservation (human, plant and animal ecosystems), media worlds (print and visual), cyberspaces (personal and global, social media and Zoom) and power/empowerment policies to name just a few. Also, we need to move outside our disciplinary comfort zones and silos to interact with scholars who also are in their own silos. In short, we need to explore those common boundaries, networks, systems, surfaces, landscapes and places we already share with kindred professionals in many of the disciplines in the humanities and the physical, natural and social/behavioral sciences. Many features of a moral geography are visible and easily observable, but many others are silent and invisible and awaiting our discovery.

Mapping Visible and Invisible Geomorality

An important dimension about geomorality that would appeal to geographers and others who think about places, landscapes, regions or environments has to do with maps. Fig. 1 illustrates some examples of what might be called “a geomorality cartography.” While these are hypothetical maps, they can and will be real to many viewers. Some maps might be considered as “visualizing” the invisible, which builds on Wright’s (1947) study on terrae incognitae or the geography of silences (Brunn and Wilson 2013, Swietek et al. 2019, Gilbreath 2020). Related works to the “cartographies of silence” have been addressed by geographers interested in critical geography and critical cartography (Harley 1989, Crampton 2001, Livingston 2010).

The invisibility of places or landscapes of silence exist in multiple locations in large and small metropolitan areas, in small cities, in small towns and villages and rural areas. They exist in large countries and ministates, in peninsulas, on islands, in coastal and landlocked states. The maps display examples of topics and themes that have a moral dimension. For example, many cities will have different kinds of “deserts,” that is, where there are no playgrounds for children, no food stores or clinics or hospitals. Those involved in the human trafficking of women and children know the importance of using minor roads and traveling at night to avoid detection by law enforcement authorities. In many cities and regions, it is easy to identify clusters or points of racism and sexism. Violence, whether against children, the elderly, women or the disabled, has a distinct geographical feature if we wish to study it. And those who help residents evacuate from forest fires or hurricanes know the
importance of finding temporary shelters for families and even pets. For those studying landforms and mountain economies, they know the towns and villages that are in danger with onshore tropic storms, mass wasting and unhealthy drinking water and living conditions.

Some of the features depicted on Fig. 1 are observable, others are invisible, but both are part of the geomorality landscape. Toxic waste dumps and playground deserts and temporary shelters for those fleeing an impending natural disaster may be known only to a narrow public. But half-way houses for those leaving prisons may not be known nor will suburbs where children are physically abused at home or in schools. Similarly, the routes used in human trafficking of women, men and children from another country will likely not be known to a wide public nor will the location to obtain a vaccination to prevent COVID-19. As noted above, all these examples are part of society where we hear about but seldom “see” anything about their location on maps. Mapping them makes the invisible visible. All maps for a public are reflecting something about the values and ethics of a society itself or what the map producer wants the reader to know. Government produced maps for a city or state contain locational information (names of towns, parks, rivers and road numbers), but not places for those in need.

The purposes of Fig. 1 are (a) to encourage the reader to consider examples of human activities in areas in which they are familiar and (b) to actually plot on a real map examples of geomorality. These might be a city map that shows toxic waste dumps or areas of heavy industrial (smoke or noise) pollution or areas most distant from a physician or hospital or places where women and children can travel if their lives are endangered. Some of the features on Fig. 1 are points, some are landscapes (human and physical) and others are networks (transportation, communication, self-help, etc.). Some are permanent, such as areas with no parks or playgrounds, while others are temporal, such as shelters from floods and fires and for fleeing refugees. We need more maps and atlases of human need and compassion, online and offline.
Going Forward

The major objectives of this presentation are threefold. The first is to encourage geographers to think about the importance of addressing moral issues in their research and teaching—issues that are important in human geography and physical/environmental geography, but also at the intersections of human and physical geography. The second purpose is to stimulate our thinking of real-life examples of more “moral geography places, landscapes, networks, and regions.” The hypothetical examples are meant to encourage youthful and senior geographers to think outside the box and explore the many geomorality worlds in their own communities, cities and regions. These explorations will advance our thinking about the intersections between human and physical worlds and lead to a better understanding how moral issues are part of public policies (local or national), land uses and human spatial behavior and organization. The third objective is to encourage the reader to take some “leaps” in our disciplinary thinking to address moral questions head-on rather than skirt them entirely or only subtly noting their importance. Failure to address moral questions about human-induced climate change due to continued use of burning fossil fuels or the inhumaneness related to human trafficking or protecting the most vulnerable from ever-worsening natural disasters can convey to members of geography and other scholarly communities that geographers are not a caring group of professionals. What is more important in the short and long run is a realization that caring, assisting and empowering those who are vulnerable and live in vulnerable communities is part of our responsibility as humane geographers, whether we are specialists in climate change, biogeography, political organizations of space, tourism, health care or regional development. Living up to this professional redirection or mission will be easy for some, while for others it may require some support from emerging scholarly communities in geography and from related fields which acknowledge that places, landscapes, systems and surfaces are not only abstract concepts, but where the imprints of human activities are there to be studied, valued, understood and mapped.
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